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cells were hexagonal in shape and helped in strengthening cell structures. There was no set pattern of
stomatal arrangement. The stomata were elliptical in shape with guard cells surrounded by subsidiary cells
(Plate 2B). The extended wings were pronounced.
The vascular bundles consisted of large metaxylem vessels, protoxylem and phloem. Xylem tracheid,
which was a water-conducting

tissue, form ladder like series called scalariform. The lignified fibers enshea-

thed the vascular bundle and provided mechanical support for the peel. Laticiferous or latex vessels formed
rings around the vascular bundles. These vessels contained tannins and exuded latex when wounded.
Idioblast cells could be easily found in Berangan banana peel. These cells contain raphide, a long, thin
crystal with pointed end composed of calcium oxalate. Idioblast cells were larger with thicker cell wall than
other parenchymatous cells.
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Cells at the innermost portion of the peel showed beehive structures with hexagonal shape when sectioned longitudinally. Tannins were detected also in small-scattered isolated cells with dense contents occurring in the outer and middle peel not associated with vascular bundles. Starch granules and air space
appeared in the transition region. Pulp of mature green Berangan was full of starch granules ranging from
oval to irregular shapes with oval and elongated forms being predominant. The surface of the mature green
banana starch granules appeared smooth. The sizes were also variable, 61 % of the granules were 21-35 urn
in length and 56% were 6-15 um in width.

Tannins with dense contents were detected also in small-

scattered isolated cells in the pulp. Tannin, a polyphenol, contributed to the astringency taste in fruits. The
existence of this tannin in Berangan banana also caused severe browning in mature green fruit.
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